
Malaysia’s Land Acquisition Process Unveils 

Stunning Architectural Designs for 7 stations in the

Singapore – Kuala Lumpur High Speed Rail Project 

FROM CONCEPT TO REALITY 
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Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak

announced last month that land

acquisition process for the Singapore

– Kuala Lumpur (KL) High Speed Rail

(HSR) project had started for

Malaysia, which involves the freezing

of development in pre-selected areas

along the route. MyHSR, the

Malaysia project team for the

bilateral project has submitted

applications to freeze land

development so the viability of the

pre-selected corridor for the 350km

line can be studied.

Chief Executive for MyHSR, Mohd

Nur Ismal Mohamed Kamal shared

that in the land freezing process,

they will look at 500m wide areas

along the tracks from Bandar

Malaysia all the way to Iskandar

Puteri in Johor, which will be

narrowed down to 50m when it is

finalised. MyHSR’s Commercial

Director Tonny Yeap said actual land

acquisition could start by mid-2018.
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The Singapore government had in January

this year acquired a 143-hectare golf club

sited next to the Tuas Second Link for the

Singapore - KL HSR facilities. The acquired

plot which is to be handed over by 31 July

2018 will be able to house a spare HSR

train and will allow trains to cross from

one track to the other.

Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak (fourth from left) on 17 October 2017 unveiled the concept designs for the 7 stations along

the Singapore – KL HSR in Malaysia. Photo: MyHSR Facebook page

Malaysians are invited to provide feedback

or raise concerns on the Singapore – KL

HSR route via a 3-month public inspection

which was launched on 1 November

2017. Held over 40 venues along the HSR

corridor, Malaysians can also experience a

virtual tour of the HSR proposed

alignment and the stations.



Mr Najib also unveiled the architectural

concept designs for 7 HSR stations in

Malaysia; KL, Putrajaya, Seremban,

Malacca, Muar, Batu Pahat, Iskandar

Puteri. He said the designs are a strong

reflection of Malaysia's identity and

heritage, while remaining modern and

futuristic.

Mr Najib added the HSR stations

demonstrated the government's

commitment to an advanced, innovative

and integrated development of the

surrounding areas.

Most of the Singapore - KL HSR line, as

much as 335km of it will be in Malaysia,

with the remaining 15km will continue

in Singapore and terminus station at

Jurong East.

The 8 stations Singapore - KL HSR is

slated to be operational by end-2026.

“ From the beginning, the

KL-Singapore HSR was

never just a transportation

project. It was by and large

a project focused on

providing significant and

endless possibilities for the

nation as a whole. ”

- Malaysian Prime Minister
Najib Razak
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in parts via :

http://bit.ly/2hhWsYQ

http://bit.ly/2z7vKg5

http://bit.ly/2zqi24H

MyHSR Facebook Page
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https://www.facebook.com/myhsrcorporation/


Iskandar Puteri Station
First station from Singapore

Theme : MyEncounter

Iskandar Puteri is the last station in

Malaysia before the border-crossing

into Singapore, which signifies the

role of borders as a meeting place

between people and culture. The

station design geometrics are

inspired by the gesture of a

handshake.

The future Iskandar Puteri

HSR station is a mere

8 
minutes drive from

Puteri Cove Residences 

and Quayside
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Batu Pahat

Theme : MyCulture

The Batu Pahat station is inspired by

a prominent local culture of Johor

known as the 'Kuda Kepang' dance,

that is accompanied with traditional

musical instruments when

performed. The dance is a regular

fixture at celebrations and grand

occasions in Johor.
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Muar

Theme : MyFuture

The 'rehal', a book rest used when

reciting the Quran, symbolises Muar's

instrumental role in Malaysian history;

home to numerous academic and

political leaders. Muar continues as

the centre of education and

development within Malaysia, which

seeks to be the newest hub of higher

learning.



Melaka

Theme : MyHeritage

The Melaka station is inspired by the

bustling Straits of Malacca connecting

the Indian Ocean and Pacific Ocean as

the main shipping channel. The station

design geometrics have a modern take

on sails, from Melaka's historical roots

as a thriving shipping port to a futuristic

vision of Melaka.
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Seremban

Theme : MyVision

A station in the park at the heart of

the Malaysian Vision Valley, the

Seremban station combines elements

of green beauty, futuristic

development and proud heritage of

the Sri Menanti Palace that served as a

palace for the Royal family of Negeri

Sembilan.



Bangi-Putrajaya

Theme : MyPeople

The Bangi-Putrajaya station is inspired

by the official religion, Islam, and its

beautiful architecture that can be seen

in mosques in the country. This station

envisions Malaysia's aspirations as a

progressive nation, articulated by the

pointed arches standing united,

together.
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Bandar Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur)

Theme : MyGateway

The iconic Bandar Malaysia station is the

first station for the KL-Singapore HSR,

acting as a gateway to Malaysia and will

connect with mass rapid transit,

commuter and airport rail. The Bandar

Malaysia station design geometrics are

inspired by the confluence of Gombak

River and Klang River, resulting in an

innovative design that carries Malaysia

into the next century.


